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Agenda
• Definition - What is Raspberry pi?
• History
• Our Project
– Phase 1 - RPi + Brick Pi Interface  
– Phase 2 - RPi + Pi Storms Interface
• Skills Developed
• Q & A
Raspberry Pi - Definition
• An inexpensive, ubiquitous, Linux based platform that 
will change how we do business in the educational 
technology field. 
• Credit-card sized computer - costs $35. 
• Plugs into a computer monitor or TV.
• Uses a standard keyboard and mouse.
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Raspberry Pi - History
• Invented by a tiny UK charity
• First Released 2/2012
• 19,000,000+ sold (as of 3/2018)
• Original Target Market
• Outside Markets Unanticipated
• Manufactured in Pencoed, Wales
– (some China and Japan)
– Current RPi = Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+
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Our Project Goal
ACT Capstone Students - Design and 
develop User Friendly Activity for young or 









– Raspberry Pi 
• Brick Pi - Lego Interface
• Pi Storms - Lego Interface
• Peripheral Devices (Motors, etc.)
• Software
– Raspian Pi - OS Environment
– Python -  high level coding
– Scratch, Blockly - easy to learn, teach 
students how to program
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Project Phase 1 Brick Pi
• Replace Lego NXT (Left) with equivalent RPi Design (Right)
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Design Mistakes = Learning 
Opportunities
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Design Mistakes = Learning 
Opportunities
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Testing on Non-Techie Students
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Testing on Non-Techie Students
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Phase 1 - Final Working 
Prototype
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Phase 2 - Pi Storms 
• Unlike Brick Pi, PiStorm has built-in WiFi
• Has touch screen controls
• Programming and control via web 
interface. 
• Monitor and keyboard or USB not 
required
• Program in Blockly graphical environment 
or in Python
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Phase 2 - Pi Storms 












Implementing User Friendly 
Activity at SVP Sampling 
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Skills Developed 
• Programming low level, high level
• Hardware/software Interface - motors, etc.
• Working as a Team
• Adaptation - Building prototypes, 
soldering, etc.
• Time Management - deadline driven
• Presentation & Explanation Skills
– Low level to non techie students
– High level explaining design and 
programming to researchers and faculty 
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Question & Answer
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